
This hymn is, unambiguously, a prayer. It answers the Gospel’s claim that to all who 
received him…he gave power to become the children of God with an eager prayer “May we 
receive you…”; the sense being: “May  it be not only everyone else who receives you, but 
each of us, and me too”. The hymn implies that power to become the children of God 
cannot be assumed to occur by osmosis, but is received as the result of a decision actively 
to desire God. 
 
The direct Biblical content of the hymn is limited to the opening phrase and to the closing 
line of each stanza. Grace and Truth become flesh among us quote from John 1.14, and the 
line God become flesh among us summarises the doctrine of the Incarnation as set forth in 
the whole of John’s Prologue.  One purpose of these quotations is to anchor the 
expressiveness of the other three quarters of the hymn to a clear sense of what has become 
possible in history because of the Incarnation. The aspirations expressed in the hymn are 
rooted in reference to the ways that John writes of God’s action in Jesus Christ. 
 
The hymn uses rhyme as much as possible and assonance otherwise as a means of calling 
attention to the praying which the hymn embodies. This is especially noticeable in the third 
word of each line, which is the verb of the prayer; thus singers’ attention is directed 
precisely to what it is that we pray for.  
 
The sense of the hymn as a prayer is strongly reinforced by starting each of the first three 
lines of each stanza with “May…” In seven of the nine lines that begin so, the prayer is 
“May we…” Lest the hymn should seem to be preoccupied solely with ‘us’, the eighth line 
prays “May all…” The ninth brings the prayer to its climax by calling on the “heaven-
blessed child, God become flesh among us” to “redeem us” (where ‘us’ mean ‘all’). 
 
It may be thought that this ninth line is at once an impertinent and a curiously tame prayer. 
To ask that the world be redeemed must be the most ambitious prayer that anyone can 
frame, and to press for that prayer to be answered in our time is undoubtedly presumptuous, 
(for, despite the Christian conviction that in Christ God has reconciled the world to Godself  
[2 Corinthians 5.18], not everyone believes that the world has been redeemed). At the same 
time, if the heart of this hymn’s praying is that God should redeem the world, then one 
might expect the hymn to begin with that prayer and go on to elaborate it throughout its 
length. 
 
In fact, the hymn works differently, by portraying images of what the world redeemed 
might look like. Where “all acclaim you” who are “love unveiled”, and “affirm you 
throughout the world”, the world is likely to be moving in a wholesome direction. Working 
backwards through the hymn, we see that the actions of affirming and acclaiming emerge 
ultimately from the action of receiving “you into our heart”.  The prayer of the first line 
implies the prayer of the second line, and so on, pointing forward to the prayer that 
concludes the whole. 
 
The music, written on St Valerie’s Day 1996, perfectly complements the hymn’s lyrics. The 
first three lines consist of melodic sequence, each line being a step above the previous one. 
The fourth line, with fewer syllables than those preceding, nonetheless represents the 
conclusion of the stanza’s prayer; this is represented by adding a bar to the line’s length, 
thus enabling the verse to effect a gentle but satisfying landing at the prayer’s summit. 
 


